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SmartTrips: River Road
reached over 5,500
households with the goal
of improving livability by
encouraging the use of
transporation options.
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Executive Summary
During the summer of 2017, the
SmartTrips: Eugene program
took place in the River Road
neighborhood in North Central
Eugene. The program was called
SmartTrips: River Road and reached
over 5,500 households with the
goal of improving livability and
supporting residents to walk, bike,
take transit, and carpool more often.
Now in its fifth year, SmartTrips: Eugene uses
personalized information – local bike maps,
bus schedules and more – and fun, supportive
events like neighborhood walks, bike rides,
and bus trips to encourage residents to try
new travel options. Over 13 percent of target
area households responded to order forms and
requested materials. Some of those residents
also participated in one of the 10 neighborhoods
events hosted by the program. SmartTrips also
collected over 600 emails used in outreach and
for future follow up programs.
The program evaluated residents’ shifts in travel
behavior using a household travel diary and
opinion survey administered before and after the
program. According to those survey responses,
residents of the SmartTrips: River Road area
increased bicycling trips by 3.2 percent and
walking trips by .8 percent. Drive alone car
trips decreased by 2.9 percent. Additionally, for
the duration of the summer, the vehicle miles
traveled in the SmartTrips target area decreased
over 2000 miles per day. Due to the reduction
of car trips, carbon dioxide emissions also fell
by over 1600 pounds per day. Of the residents
surveyed in the post program survey, 77 percent
believe it is a good idea for the City of Eugene to
promote transportation options.

In a supplemental participant survey, 98
percent of respondents who received a travel
tools SmartKit reported that the materials they
received were useful. Additionally, 87 percent of
post-program survey respondents considered
walking and biking a part of their daily physical
activity, a 2 percent increase from the preprogram survey. Lastly, 87 percent of the same
respondents said they were aware of the
transportation options available to them in their
neighborhood.
The SmartTrips: River Road program initiated
a new social marketing tactic based on the
Transtheoretical model (TTM), long used in
behavior change programs and in the healthcare
field for tobacco cessation. SmartTrips
determined the category of each participant
through three questions on the SmartTrips order
form. Each participant was then placed in one of
three marketing groups for the duration of the
program. The groups were pre-contemplation,
contemplation/preparation, and action/
maintenance. The segmentation of participants
into three groups allowed for tailored messaging
via email and face to face when delivering
materials to households.
The SmartTrips: River Road program initiated
newly developed techniques with help from
consultants Alta Planning and Design, to improve
the face to face interaction that SmartTrips
engages in regularly. These newly developed
tactics called Motivational Interviewing (MI)
were implemented during program events and
SmartKit deliveries. MI helps guide program
participants through their motivations and
barriers to trying new transportation options,
and helps to build self-efficacy. The continued
development of market segmentation and
Motivational Interviewing practices are the basis
for future programs.
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“Keep up the good work!
I already do a fair amount
so it is good to see you
reach out to those who
don’t ( yet).”
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SmartTrips staff answer questions at Emerald Park.

Background
SmartTrips: Eugene is a comprehensive program
designed to reduce drive-alone trips and increase
biking, walking, and public transit in targeted
geographic areas of the city. It incorporates an
innovative and highly effective individualized
marketing methodology, which includes handdelivered packets of information to residents who
wish to learn more about all their transportation
options including transit, walking, bicycling,
carpooling, car-sharing, and combining trips. The
program features biking and walking maps and
information as well as organized activities to help
people explore their neighborhoods, get to their
destinations, and discover how many trips they
can easily, conveniently, and safely make without
a car. Success is tracked by evaluating qualitative
and quantitative results from surveys and other
performance measures.

Eugene has been recognized as one of the most
successful cities in the country at developing
bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure. Studies
have shown that infrastructure investments result
in mode shift to bicycling and walking, however,
studies have also shown that promotion and
outreach activities contribute to greater mode
shift than infrastructure investments alone.
Individualized marketing programs such as
TravelSmart™ and SmartTrips have proven to be
a particularly effective approach to targeting trips
that originate in residential neighborhoods.
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The City of Eugene secured outside funding
for all five years of SmartTrips individualized
marketing programs. Since 2010, SmartTrips
has reached eight neighborhoods and more
than 28,700 households. Through use of these
federal and state funds, the City of Eugene
has developed its SmartTrips program to
meet citywide transportation planning and
greenhouse gas reduction goals. The pilot
2010 SmartTrips program was funded by a
grant from the Department of Energy and
was based on the award-winning SmartTrips
program in Portland, Oregon. The pilot program
was focused on 5,200 households in the
Harlow Neighborhood and a section of the
Cal Young Neighborhood along the Coburg
Road and Oakway Road corridors. In 2011, the
City of Eugene secured a Climate Showcase

Communities Grant from the Environmental
Protection Agency. The second-year program,
called SmartTrips: Central, targeted 6,300
households in the Trainsong, Whiteaker, and
Jefferson/Westside Neighborhoods. In 2013, the
City of Eugene secured the Oregon Department
of Transportation Flex Funds Grant with partner
agency Point2Point solutions at Lane Transit
District. The third year of the program, called
SmartTrips: Bethel targeted 5,300 households
in the East Bethel neighborhood of Eugene.
SmartTrips: South–Central was the fourth year
of the program and targeted 6,300 households
in the Friendly and Southeast Neighborhoods.
Funds were obtained through State
Transportation Planning – Urban funds. This,
the fifth year of the program targeted the River
Road Neighborhood. This program served 5,516
households. Since funding was secured from
Oregon Department of Transportation’s State
Transportation Improvement Program (STIP), the
program was able to reach residents both within
Eugene’s Urban Growth Boundary and in Lane
County jurisdiction.
Funds for next year’s program, along the West
Eugene EmX corridor in 2018, have also been
secured through the same Oregon Department
of Transportation’s STIP. The 2018 program will
serve around 4500 households.
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Primary Program Goals
• Decreased Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) and decreased drive-alone trips
• Decreased carbon emissions from drive-alone trips
• Increased walking, bicycling, carpooling, and transit trips
• Increased awareness of multimodal transportation resources and how to
use them
• Increased awareness of changing travel behavior as a tool for decreasing
carbon emissions

Program Co-Benefits
Benefits that will be extended to residents of the target area include:
• Fewer cars on neighborhood streets
• Improved air quality
• Higher levels of physical activity
• Higher level of awareness and acceptance of climate-friendly
transportation options
• Greater mobility and increased travel mode choices
• Awareness of community organizations, services and resources
• Decreased reliance on the automobile, thus decreasing family
transportation costs
• Increased community interaction and neighborhood pride

Other beneficiaries include the following:
• Local businesses, who will see increased visits from neighbors
• Eugene city residents, who will see reduced vehicle volumes citywide
stemming from fewer trips originating from the target area
• Lane Transit District, who will see increased ridership on transit vehicles,
especially on the EmX.
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“…the complimentary bus
passes and bike lights
were most helpful to
enable me to get out.”
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SmartTrips: River Road
Overview
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The River Road neighborhood was selected
to be the target area for the 2017 SmartTrips:
Eugene program. This area included residents
living in the neighborhood bordered by Randy
Pape Beltline to the North, the intersection of
NW Expressway and Railroad Boulevard to the
South, the Willamette River to the east, and
NW Expressway to the West There are 5,516
households in the SmartTrips: River Road target
area. The program ran from the end of May
2017 through September 2017. This target area
was selected because it has good walking and
bicycling infrastructure in the Ruth Bascom River
Bank Path, with many low speed neighborhood
streets, local schools, and frequent transit
service along River Road. The neighborhood
has an active Neighborhood Association and
engaged community members with a supportive
culture around active transportation. The
River Road Neighborhood presented a slightly
unique scenario than did previous programs.
Many of the households in the community have
not been annexed by the City of Eugene, and
therefore do not pay city property taxes. Past
political history between county residents and
the City of Eugene, potentially affected some
residents support or comfort participating in a
City program. The following table shows the
schedule, households and participant numbers of
SmartTrips: River Road.
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The 2017 SmartTrips: River Road target area.

SmartTrips: River Road Program
Reach Summary
Dates

May 31 - Sept. 29, 2017

Target Area Households

5,516

Households requesting
Packets

726

Participation Rate

13.1%

*Based on American Housing Survey data the project team
estimates this is the total number of residents within the target
area, thus this is the population that may have been reached.
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In a supplemental
participant survey, 98% of
respondents who received
a SmartKit reported that
the materials they received
were useful.
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Program Elements
The SmartTrips: River Road program
targeted 5,516 households in the River Road
neighborhood of Eugene. The program began
May 31, 2017 and ended on September 30, 2017.
The SmartTrips program invited residents of
the target area to order a travel tools SmartKit
(a customized information packet containing
local transportation resources such as maps
and brochures as well as a small reward of their
choice, such as a water bottle, clip on light,
or neck buff). In addition to the customized
information packets, SmartTrips hosted events
such as group walks, guided bicycle rides, and
group bus rides. SmartTrips staff also attended
community events and offered information,
activities, and advice to residents about walking,
biking, and transit use in their neighborhood.
The program offered the following materials and
services to all the residents in the target area:

Customized Information Packets (SmartKits)
All households in the target area received order
forms via the mail and were invited to place a
customized packet order through the postagepaid, mail-in order form or online order form (see
appendix for copy of the order form). Materials
offered included a custom neighborhood map,
informational brochures, transit schedules, and
travel tools meant to aid in walking, biking,
or transit use and even a special kit for kids.
SmartTrips staff packed and delivered 726
SmartTrips with a neighborhood participation
rate of 13.1%.

Program participants can order a free SmartKit.

Reminder postcards
Two weeks after each wave of mail-in order
forms are received by households, a postcard is
mailed to the same group as a second reminder
to place their order. Two postcards were sent
during the program while the final reminder
was combined with the final newsletter, which
was received by all participants. The postcards
remain a key piece of maintaining a high
participation rate demonstrated by the influx
of orders SmartTrips receives in the following
weeks.
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Participant Segmentation

Pre-Contemplation

• The SmartTrips: River Road program initiated
a new social marketing tactic based on the
Transtheoretical model (TTM), long used
in behavior change programs and in the
healthcare field for tobacco cessation. The
TTM has 5 categories along the spectrum of
intentional behavior change from which people
can progress or regress.

• One article in the second target area
newsletter including tips to save money on
commuting costs.

• Pre-contemplation
• Contemplation
• Preparation
• Action
• Maintenance
SmartTrips determined the category of each
participant through three questions on the
SmartTrips order form, both online and mail-in
(Ssee order form in appendix). According to the
questions answered, each participant was then
placed in one of three marketing groups for
the duration of the program. The groups were
pre-contemplation, contemplation/preparation,
and action/maintenance. For the ease of
marketing and due to the close similarities in
mindset, contemplation and preparation as well
as action and maintenance were combined to
make three groups, rather than keeping all five
(see evaluation summary for more on stages of
change). The segmentation of participants into
three groups allowed for tailored messaging via
email and face to face when delivering materials
to households. Each marking tag on the SmartKit
contained the code to dictate which category
the participant belonged. This knowledge
helped SmartTrips staff start conversations with
participants at the door. Below is a summary of
the marketing each segment received.

• One email containing annual commuting cost
comparisons between biking, transit and
driving a car.

Contemplation/Preparation
• One email featuring words from a neighbor
who commutes by bike. The email subject was
“Meet Liz” and included thoughts and tips from
Liz on why and how she uses her bike for daily
needs. Liz responded to our “share your story”
campaign described below.
• Three newsletter articles featuring tips
for commuting in rainy or cold weather,
DriveLessConnect’s School Pool information,
and Oregon Drive Less Challenge information.

Action/Maintenance
• One email calling for neighborhood users of
active transportation to “share your story” to
help encourage other neighbors interested in
trying new ways of getting around.
• One article in the second newsletter asking
for “share your story” entries. To submit,
participants followed a link to a Google online
form and answered seven brief questions.
All segments received outreach using
Motivational Interviewing techniques at their
doorstep or at events.
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Motivational Interviewing
New engagement techniques implemented
during the summer created more meaningful
conversation during events and SmartKit
deliveries. They were chosen to enhance and
support the outreach methods from stages of
change participant segmentation. With training
from Alta Planning and Design at the beginning
of the program, staff started implementing the
techniques throughout the summer, to help guide
conversations in a positive and uplifting way, and
move people farther along the stages of change
in order to meet program goals. Motivational
Interviewing is a process of talking with program
participants interested in making a change in
their transportation habits. Through this process,
goals are developed, barriers and concerns
are identified, and plans to make a change are
mapped out. This technique builds the will of
participants and allows them to discuss and
consider what motivates and hinders their own
desire to change.

Newsletters
These mailed communications were customized
to the target area and included information and
resources, as well as news on program events.
Three print newsletters were sent to every
household in the target area. The first newsletter
introduced the program and appeared in color.
The second and third newsletters were printed
in black and white on colored paper to match
our branding. The final newsletter doubled as
the final reminder postcard for the last wave of
order forms, saving print and mailing costs, and
providing a final call to the whole neighborhood
for orders. The print newsletters focused on
introducing the program and the different

transportation mode options, event promotion
and basic safety information (see appendix for
copies of the print newsletters).

Events
The program hosted a total of 10 events which
included group walks, community bike rides,
vanpooling, and bus rides (see table on page
10 for full details and participation numbers). All
events were planned to begin and finish in the
target area, giving residents the opportunity to
try safe routes to walk, bike and take the bus
where they live. Each transportation mode was
the theme of at least one event, and participants
learned how they could incorporate each mode
into their daily routine.

Email Communications
The project team sent emails to all participants
who submitted their email on the order form.
Emails were sent out in three waves based on
the segmentation category participants selfselected on the order form (see Participant
Segmentation above for more info). Emails
were sent to all participants to inform them of
canceled or rescheduled events. The participant
survey was also sent out via email to all program
participants. In total, all program participants
received 3 individual emails, and each segment
received 1 tailored email.

Website
The SmartTrips: Eugene website included the
online order form for the SmartKits, event listings,
and electronic versions of the materials, links to
helpful resources, and general program news
and information. Order form links and event
listings and descriptions were published in both
English and Spanish. Over the calendar year
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“Just having the neighborhood specific map helps me a great deal particularly figuring out routes without high traffic for walking.”
- SmartTrips: River Road Participant
of 2017, the SmartTrips home page received
more than 1500 page views, 1150 of which were
during the course of the program from June until
September.

Social Media
The program supplemented electronic and print
communications with posts on Facebook and
Instagram at least twice per week with tips, news,
event notices and resources. These social media
accounts are branded SmartTrips:Eugene and
include followers from all our previous SmartTrips
program areas. The Facebook page currently
has 465 followers, and gained 40 followers
over the course of the River Road program.
Many Facebook events were also boosted and
advertised to residents within the target area zip
code.
https://www.facebook.com/smarttripseugene/
https://www.instagram.com/smarttripseug/

Other Communications
The program communicated event
announcements and other program information
through City and community group event
calendars, posters at neighborhood community
centers and businesses, and articles in the City
of Eugene’s InMotion E-Newsletter which has a
subscriber base of nearly 3,000 residents.

Packet Deliveries and Materials
A total of 5,516 households received order forms
for customized information packets (SmartKits)
by mail in the target area, with 726 households
placing orders for SmartKits. Orders were
placed in three ways: online, mail-in, and phone.
In a supplemental participant survey, 98% of
respondents who received a travel tools kit

reported that the materials they received were
“somewhat or “very” useful (see page 17 for
further details).
Participants could choose from materials with
information on walking, biking, and transit
services and could choose from one of the
three free travel tool rewards. These rewards
included a SmartTrips insulated, stainless steel
bottle, a SmartTrips polyester neck buff, and a
Vizbit Reflective clip-on LED light. Participants
could also select a walking kit which included a
pair of reflective shoe laces and/or a biking kit
which included a set of mini bike lights (front and
rear). All participants were given a neighborhood
walking and biking map customized to the target
area. In total, 726 packets were delivered by
bicycle directly to the recipient’s home.

Materials Requested
Materials created specifically for SmartTrips
included an event calendar, a Guide to Your
Ride booklet, a Walk to Wellness brochure,
travel tools such as an insulated, stainless steel
bottle and polyester neck buff, and the custom
River Road neighborhood map which included
bus stops, bike routes, popular destinations and
amenities, and intersections with traffic lights
to aid in crossing busy streets. Other existing
materials came from the City of Eugene Public
Works, Lane Transit District, Oregon Department
of Transportation – Safety Division, Eugene Safe
Routes to School, and AARP (see the appendix
for copies of most materials).
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POPULARITY OF ORDERED MATERIALS (N=726)
83%

MINI LED BIKE LIGHTS

75%

BIKING KIT
EUGNENE PARKS & OPEN SPACE MAP

70%

FREE REFLECTIVE SHOE LACES

70%

33%

KIDS AND FAMILY KIT

12%

Each packet included the following items:
• River Road Neighborhood SmartTrips Walking/
Bicycling Map
• SmartTrips Event Calendar
• 2017 EUGFun! Passport

Walking Kits included the
following materials:

Biking Kits included the
following materials:
• Eugene/Springfield Bicycle Map and
Resource Guide
• Lock your Bike Bookmark
• Eugene By Cycle Ride Guide
• LTD Bikes on Buses Guide

• Weekly Walking Logs (2)

• Ruth Bascom Riverbank Path Map

• Walk to Wellness Brochure

• Additional Biking Item: mini-bike light set

• Pedestrian and Crosswalk Safety Rules
• Do the Safety Step
• AARP – NeighborWalks Brochure
• Additional Walking Item: Reflective Shoe Laces
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Events
The following materials were also available
to order:
• Rider’s Digest
• One Week of Bus Passes (5)
• Valley Vanpool Brochure

The project team hosted a total of 10 events
during the program. Of respondents who
attended an event, 46% said the event
helped them make more of their trips using
transportation options.

• Drive Less Connect Brochure

Event Promotion

• Eugene Ceshare Options

Facebook Promotion:

• Driver Safety Information from AAA

• The project team boosted events to targeted
audiences that consisted of Facebook users
living in the program zip codes or were friends
of followers.

• The Oregon Parent Guide to Teen Driving
• Amtrak Cascades Schedule
• Eugene Parks and Open Space & Recreation
Map

Kids Kits:
• Safe Routes to School Brochure
• 10 Safety Steps Coloring with crayons
• Bicycle Safety–What Every Parent Should
Know
• Family Biking Guide
• Are you Street Smart? Search & Find Game
• Additional Kid Item: Reflective SmartTrips
Slapband

Rewards:
• Clip on Reflective Flashing Light
• Insulated, Stainless Steel Bottle
• Polyester Neck Buff

• Postings on SmartTrips: Eugene’s Facebook
were reposted or shared on other pages’
walls including: City of Eugene Transportation
Planning, Eugene Sunday Streets, Safe Routes
to School, Kidical Mass, River Road Community
Organization, AARP Lane County, and other
community partners.
• Local businesses that donated to events were
“liked” and tagged in posts before and after
events to acknowledge their donations and
create a good relationship for the future.

Calendar Promotion:
• A City of Eugene event calendar included all
SmartTrips events
• A calendar of all events was given to every
household who ordered a SmartTrips SmartKit.
• A member of River Road Community
Organization included SmartTrips events in her
weekly neighborhood emails

“This was an incredibly easy website. What a great program!
Everything is so clear and easy to understand! Well done!”
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SmartTrips Newsletters:

Event Posters for Local Area Businesses:

• Over the summer, SmartTrips participants
received three print newsletters in the mail and
one electronic newsletter. These newsletters
promoted upcoming events and provided
educational information on safety issues and
the benefits of transportation options.

• In June, SmartTrips staff went door to door
at businesses in the target area to deliver a
custom event poster and offer neighborhood
walking and biking maps with a map holder.
In addition to helping promote the events,
this helped to build relationships between the
program and neighborhood businesses.

Event Summary
Event

Day

Time

Event Leader

No. of Participants

06/22/2017

2-5 pm

River Road Parks
& Rec

80

Saturday

06/24/2017

9 am12 pm

SmartTrips Staff

2

River Road by Bike!

Thursday

07/06/2017

5:307 pm

SmartTrips Staff

3

Bike to Emeralds Game

Sunday

07/09/2017

11 am4 pm

SmartTrips Staff

9

River Road Summer Party

Saturday

07/15/2017

11 am2 pm

SmartTrips Staff

100

River Road Walking Tour

Thursday

07/20/2017

6-7 pm

SmartTrips Staff

0

SmartTrips Staff

0

River Road School’s Out
Carnival

Thursday

Vanpool to the Farm!

Date

River Road by Bike!

Thursday

08/03/2017

5:307 pm

Bus to Museum

Saturday

08/12/2017

10 am2 pm

SmartTrips Staff

3

River Road Summer Party

Saturday

08/19/2017

11 am2 pm

SmartTrips Staff

200

River Road by Bike!

Thursday

08/31/2017

5:307 pm

SmartTrips Staff

4

Sunday Streets River Road

Sunday

09/17/2017

12-4 pm

Transportation
Options Staff

2,600

SmartTrips/NeighborWalk
Green Resiliency in River Rd

Tuesday

09/21/2015

67:30 pm

SmartTrips Staff

4

Total Participants

3,005
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Family riding during Bike to Ball Game event.

Event Descriptions
SmartTrips: RIVER ROAD Events
River Road Parks & Recreation’s School’s Out
Carnival
SmartTrips participated in River Road Parks
and Recreation District’s annual School’s Out
Carnival, with a bike safety obstacle course.
SmartTrips presented a tabling booth along with
4J Safe Routes to School, who also donated
kids’ bikes for the obstacle course. Participants
were fitted with a bike helmet, and guided
through the course, with lessons on awareness
and safety. Being part of the Carnival, this event
was well received, and the bicycle safety course
was very popular with kids.
Vanpool to the Farm!
Participants took a van to Thistledown Farms for
strawberry picking followed by a free picnic style
lunch. While eating, SmartTrips staff engaged
with participants about active commuting

modes, and familiarized new residents with City
resources. After eating, participants took a look
around the farmers market, before vanpooling
with SmartTrips staff back to Maurie Jacobs Park.
River Road by Bike!
Starting at community bike shop, Klink Cycles,
participants were taken on a family paced bike
ride along the Ruth Bascom River Bank Path. The
ride intended to welcome any and all persons
interested in using their bike to get around more
often. The ride began north to the Owosso
Pedestrian and Bike Bridge then proceeded
south along the east bank path to the Greenway
Pedestrian and Bike Bridge. The 5 mile loop was
cut short due to a participant’s injury while riding,
however, she recovered quickly and SmartTrips
staff helped her home safely.
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Participants cheered at the Eugene Emeralds game..

Bike to Emeralds Game
Gathering at Maurie Jacobs Park on the
south end of the River Road Neighborhood,
participants left on a three mile, family paced bike
ride to PK Park to watch the Eugene Emeralds
baseball team. A free ticket and meal voucher
were given to attendees, who arrived to a pregame event centered on active transportation,
hosted by the Emeralds. The SmartTrips ride
met 2 other bike rides from South Eugene and
Springfield led by the family biking group,
Kidical Mass.
SmartTrips Summer Party at Rosetta Place Park
The first summer BBQ held at the small
community park, provided beef and veggie
hotdogs, fruit, chips, and beverages for the
public. Free minor bike repairs were made
possible by Klink Cycles and were utilized during
the entire event. An outreach booth and lawn
games were busy being used throughout the day.
The SmartTrips staff spoke with many neighbors
about how they get around their community, and

SmartTrips staff teaching bike basics.
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“Thank you for SmartTrips!
I’m happy that you have
come to River Road!”
– SmartTrips: River Road
participant

SmartTrips staff grilling up hot dogs at Emerald Park BBQ

the challenges they face. A neighborhood walk
was also hosted simultaneously during the event,
which provided an added turnout.
River Road by Bike!
The second installation of this event was cancelled
due to unsafe Particulate Matter 2.5 levels in the
neighborhood caused by forest fires. Notice of
cancellation was provided by social media and at
Klink Cycles, where the ride was to meet.

all with a free LTD day pass. Exiting at Agate
Station, the group walked a quarter mile to the
Museum. After the tour, lunch was provided
by SmartTrips. While riding the bus, staff had
a great opportunity to answer questions about
riding the bus to work, and using other modes of
transportation.

Bus to Museum!
Participants met SmartTrips Staff at Maurie
Jacobs Park, for a guided tour at the Museum of
Natural and Cultural History at the University of
Oregon. Participants experienced a multi-modal
trip, walking to River Road to ride the LTD 51 bus
to Eugene Station, and transferring to the EmX,

Museum of Natural and Cultural History at the
University of Oregon
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SmartTrips/AARP NeighborWalk:
Green Resiliency in River Road
Originally schedule on August 29th, the event
was postponed until September 21st due to poor
and unhealthy air quality caused by nearby forest
fires. The event was led by two Neighborhood
Association members who explored efforts
taken in the community to improve resiliency
and promote a sustainable landscape. The
walk began and ended at Rosetta Place Park,
featured neighbors’ homes, and areas along
the Willamette River where the neighborhood
has worked to keep weed and invasive species
control efforts pesticide free.
River Road by Bike!

SmartTrips information table.

River Road Summer Party at Emerald Park
A bike wash, minor bike tune ups by Klink
Cycles, beef and veggie hotdogs, chips, fruit,
and beverages were all available to the public
free of charge at Emerald Park for the summer’s
second SmartTrips Summer Party. While waiting
for their bike wash or tune up, they stopped by
the SmartTrips outreach table to ask questions
and learn about options available to them in the
River Road Neighborhood. Since Emerald Park is
a popular summer destination on the weekends,
many folks were not aware of the event and very
happy to receive information and a free lunch.

The final event of the series featured a tour of
neighborhood roads and access ways to allow
for better connections by foot and bike, in the
often unconnected River Road neighborhood.
Beginning at Klink Cycles, participants took a
family paced ride connecting streets together
by access ways for people who walk and bike.
Many of the longtime residents who attended
were surprised to find several “shortcuts” they
did not know existed. The original route for this
event was changed at the start of the ride due to
a request by a participant, who wanted to know
safe streets for travel with her children.
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“Just having the
neighborhood specific
map helps me a great
deal - particularly
figuring out routes
without high traffic for
walking.”
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Road by Bike! event. A woman suffered what
seemed to be heat stroke during the ride.
SmartTrips staff gave the woman water, food
and transport home, handling the episode
professionally. In the future, avoiding rides
during the hottest part of the day would lessen
the likelihood of a similar situation happening.
• Attendance at several events was less than
expected. Assumptions to why this occurred
are varied, but include:
»» Poor air quality levels due to smoke
from forest fires
»» Lack of knowledge or enough notice
about events
»» Poor perception of City of Eugene
»» Conflicting activities during event

SmartTrips staff plan their route for deliveries.

Event Highlights and Challenges
SmartTrips: River Road received strong support,
which made many events possible, from the
following local business or organization:
• Klink Cycles
• River Road Parks and Recreation District
• 4J School District Safe Routes to School
Program

Challenges
• The elements proved to be challenging for
several events during the summer. Unhealthy
air quality levels due to forest fires, blanketed
the Eugene area forcing cancelation of one
event, and the postponement of another. Heat
contributed to a scenario during the first River

• The availability of public parks with restrooms
or amenities were limited in the River Road
Neighborhood, creating difficulty with routing
and accommodating event attendees. For
example, Emerald Park is the only public park
with a restroom in the neighborhood. Families
may have been discouraged from attending
events where no sufficient bathroom access
existed.

Highlights
• Even though the turnout was smaller than
anticipated, the Bus to Museum! event was
executed very well, and provided lots of
one-on-one time with participants. The event
featured the use of EmX and provided an
example of transferring buses at Eugene
Station, downtown.
• Rosetta Place Park hosted nearly 100 people
over the course of the 3 hour event. This was a
great opportunity to program a community park
that see’s little to no City programming. Many
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Jenga in Rosetta Park.

of the participants at the event participated in
future events, and were seen at the Eugene
Sunday Streets event in River Road.
• SmartTrips: Eugene and AARP Lane Country
collaborated on an event that promoted
the work of River Road Neighborhood
Association’s Green and Resilient
Subcommittee. As an adaptation from walks
hosted by AARP in Portland, OR, the Lane
County chapter of AARP hosted 9 walks

in Eugene and Springfield, encouraging
walkability and livability. SmartTrips was eager
to partner to bring a Neighborwalk to River
Road. Though the event was postponed due
to unhealthy air quality levels, the rescheduled
date proved successful. Two community
members volunteered their time to lead the
walk, sharing with community members pieces
of the neighborhood where green and resilient
efforts were underway.
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“The travel tool kits
are amazing. We were
able to share them with
family who visited from
abroad and they were
impressed.”
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Program Logistics
Staffing
CITY OF EUGENE PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT

Staff Person

Lead Role

Time Allocated to SmartTrips

Lindsay Selser

SmartTrips Program Manager

.25 FTE (year round)

Lee Miller

SmartTrips River Road Coordinator

.75 FTE (March – December)

Thomas Washington

SmartTrips Delivery & Events Intern

.5 FTE (June – October)

Sam McGee

SmartTrips Delivery & Events Intern

.5 FTE (June – October)

Ali Doerr

SmartTrips Delivery & Events Intern

.5 FTE (June – October)

Emily Farthing

Eugene Sunday Streets Coordinator

.75 FTE (March – December)

Linda Alexander

Administrative Support

Support Role

Mary Hamilton

Administrative Support

Support Role

Kim Mast

Graphic Designer

.1 FTE

Timeline
8/1 Order forms mailed to Wave 3

5/31 First newsletter
6/16 Order forms to Wave 1
6/18 First online orders received
6/22 SmartTrips first event

8/7 Second newsletter
mailed to all residents

7/21 Reminder postcards mailed to Wave 2
7/7 Order forms mailed to Wave 2
6/30 Reminder postcards mailed to Wave 1
6/27 First mail-in order received, deliveries began

9/29 Online and mail-in
deliveries close
9/11 Third newsletter
mailed to all residents
9/17 Eugene
Sunday Streets River Road
10/6 Final
deliveries made

SmartTrips participants headed to the Ball Game.
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Lessons Learned
Overall Reflections
• Geographical distribution of the order forms
in waves made delivery of SmartKits much
more efficient, however, it should be noted
that, towards the end of the program when
newsletters have been distributed to the
target area as a whole, there will be a greater
distribution of delivery locations. Geographical
separation of waves should be done in a way
which lessens the need for crossing busy
roads, or going between areas with less
connectivity.
• In spite of a complicated history between
Lane Country residents and the annexation of
properties in the River Road Neighborhood,
the vast majority of residents at events and
those who ordered SmartKits were thankful
and happy to see the City of Eugene engaging
in the River Road Neighborhood.
• Notice for many of the SmartTrips events did
not reach program participants with enough
lead time, and in some cases, events had
already passed. To help improve attendance of

View of Spencer Butte from West Bank Bike Path.

events, clustering towards the middle and end
where possible, would allow more planning
time for residents to attend.
• Broader event promotion, outreach via
social media and within the community could
beneficially impact program event attendance.
For example, social media (Facebook and
Instagram) targeted to the Eugene community
as a whole via City of Eugene Transportation
Planning page, and single event posters
distributed within the community, would reach
a wider audience. As a general reminder, too
many folks at an event is a good problem to
have and should be strived for.
• An important opportunity was missed with
Affordable Housing developments in River
Road. As events and deliveries took up
the majority of time during the summer, the
opportunity for closer collaboration with
residents was not met. Earlier planning
and incorporating community events into
SmartTrips events would yield a more
beneficial outcome.
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Major Successes
• Incorporating Motivational Interviewing (MI)
at events and during SmartKit deliveries
offered a new method of engagement and
conversation with program participants. While
further training is necessary to continue the
effectiveness of MI, the building blocks have
been laid to continue this engagement tactic
into the future.
• Working with Alta Planning and Design, the
SmartTrips staff developed a segmented
marketing campaign for program participants.
Tailored messaging was sent via email to
participants, connecting them directly to
resources and messaging most relevant to their
needs. Participants also directly contributed
to a campaign with their fellow neighbors.
A “share your story” campaign was sent to
participants who selected as using active
transportation for over a year. Respondents
shared why they use active transportation and
tips to get started. These stories were then
shared with program participants who selfidentified as being interested in using active
transportation more often. Conducting this
type of marketing strategy helped connect
community members and provide support from
within the community.
• The AARP NeighborWalks began in Eugene in
summer 2017, and a successful collaboration
between SmartTrips and AARP produced a
unique opportunity for community members
to learn more about their neighborhood.
Two members or River Road Community
Organization led the walk and showcased
neighborhood efforts on sustainability and
resiliency efforts within River Road.

Greenway Bridge

• Despite challenging weather and potential
poor air quality, Eugene Sunday Streets
within the SmartTrips targeted area was
successful. Four lively activity centers, half of
River Road closed to car traffic and open to
people walking, biking, and rolling, and a new
elementary school showcased neighborhood
amenities.
• SmartTrips: River Road accomplished a 2.9%
reduction in drive alone car trips along with a
3.2% increase in bicycle trips during the duration
of the program. Vehicle Miles Traveled per
household among the entire target area also
decreased by more than 2000 miles per day.
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SmartTrips staff sharing program information.

Challenges
• New order management software than
previous programs led to a few early hiccups
in order processing and packing. Early data
exports from the data management web page
were bulky and took time to clean up for
packaging. The website manager’s location in
Australia resulted in occasional email delays,
but these issues were soon smoothed out to
an efficiently working system.
• Clarity and communication between SmartTrips
staff around mail merge and delivery mapping
could be improved with defined protocols.
SmartTrips staff bounced between different
Transportation Options tasks, and it was not
always clear where other staff had left off,
or how to proceed with mapping deliveries.
Creating a defined and clear procedure for
each task would increase efficiency with
processing and packing orders.

• Event attendance fell short of expectations
by SmartTrips staff. This was partially due
to cancelation or postponements of events
because of heat or poor air quality from nearby
forest fires. Both Summer BBQ’s had good
attendance, but more outreach should be done
for RSVP required events.
• River Road has a strong Latino population,
which SmartTrips failed to fully engage
with. While online and mail-in order
forms, event posters, and materials were
bilingual or available in Spanish, less than
five orders requested Spanish materials.
One of the SmartTrips staff members had
Spanish speaking skills, and reported little
communication in Spanish. Assumptions
cannot be made that the Latino community
did not want to participate in the program and
further outreach should be done in the future
to reach communities who may be hesitant to
participant in governmental programs.
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Future Opportunities
SmartTrips: River Road launched a movement
with more focused and tailored messaging
to program participants with marketing
segmentation and motivational interviewing (MI)
techniques. Shifting habits so deeply engrained,
such as transportation modes, especially when
systems are created to make car travel the
most convenient option, is not a small task. To
fulfill goals that SmartTrips aims to accomplish,
effective and meaningful techniques must
continue to be developed.
Marketing segmentation based on the
Transtheoretical Model of Change should
continue to be developed and utilized by
SmartTrips staff in future programs. Grouping
participants into “stages of change”, then
marketing to their specific needs, eliminates
unneeded and irrelevant messaging, and
connects with participants at a point where they
need the most assistance. In previous outreach
schemes participants had to pick through
outreach communication for what peaked their
interest. For example, printed newsletter contain
different articles for participants in different
stages of change, but the program relies on
participants finding the targeted article. During
the summer, SmartTrips staff sent a targeted
email to each of the following groups: PreContemplation, Contemplation and Preparation,
Action and Maintenance. A scheduled and
planned approach for emails to each group on a
bi-weekly basis is the next step for this tactic, as
multiple engagements with target area residents,
boosts participation and increases likely hood
of mode shift. Segmenting participants also
gives delivery staff a huge insight to where the
individual lies in the stages of change spectrum,
giving them the ability to tailor a conversation
and MI to the participants needs.

In partnership with segmentation, motivational
interviewing is an ideal technique to assist
those interested in changing their transportation
behavior. Training is the key to developing this
skill among SmartTrips staff, which should be
continued as early as possible after summer
staff is hired on. SmartTrips: River Road was
able to bring MI into the program, and future
programs will find success if it’s continued.
Recommendations for the future include an
initial professional training, followed by regular
team sessions to practice and develop MI skills.
Another helpful tool, especially for oncoming
staff, is a que sheet for door-to-door MI use.
One of the most challenging places to use MI is
encountering a preoccupied participant at their
doorstep. A que sheet with helpful entry phrases,
will assist staff to create meaningful conversation
at the door, or during an event.
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Evaluation Summary
Overview
To evaluate changes in travel behavior and
attitudes about transportation, the project team
administered pre- and post-program surveys
to households in the SmartTrips: River Road
program target area. The project team also
administered baseline and follow-up surveys to
program participants. The participant surveys
measured changes in respondents’ travel
behavior; level of readiness to change (or Stage
of Change ); confidence in using transportation
options; and feedback about the SmartTrips:
River Road program.
The target area and participant survey data
demonstrate the following travel behavior results:
• The target area survey results show that drivealone mode share decreased 2.9 percentage
points during the program. There were
corresponding increases of 3.2 percentage
points in bicycling mode share, 0.8 percentage
points in walking mode share, and 0.3
percentage points in unspecified “other” mode
share. Transit and carpooling mode share both
decreased 0.7 percentage points.
• Based on a continuation of these travel
behaviors, the project team estimates that
target area residents will drive 760,390 fewer
miles annually, resulting in a reduction of
617,576 pounds of Carbon Dioxide emissions
per year.

• In a panel analysis of 65 program participants
who took the baseline and follow-up surveys,
these individuals used transportation options
an average of .15 more days or by 5.4 percent
per week during the program.
The target area and participant surveys also
revealed the following findings:
• Over three quarters of post-program survey
respondents (79 percent) reported agreeing
that they think it is a good idea for the City of
Eugene to help residents walk and bike more.
• The majority of post-program survey
respondents (88 percent) reported agreeing
that they are aware of the transportation
options available to them in their community.
• Additionally, over half of participant survey
respondents (54 percent) reported that they
“now consider all of their trip options before
deciding how to travel.”
• Almost all participant survey respondents
(98 percent) reported that the materials they
received were “somewhat” or “very” useful.
• Almost three quarters of respondents (71
percent) reported that their favorite part about
the program was the SmartKits. These results
will be explored further in the Results section
of this summary.
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Survey Methodology
Target Area Surveys
All 5,516 households in the designated program
target area received pre- and post-program
surveys (not just those who participated in the
program). To avoid influencing the opinions of
respondents, the project team designed each
survey using generic “City of Eugene” branding.
The project team mailed the pre-program survey
in May 2017 prior to any program outreach, and
mailed the post-program survey in October 2017,
during which time the outreach ambassadors
delivered the remaining SmartKit orders. Table 1
summarizes the target area survey response rates.
Table 1 - survey response summary
Pre-Program Post-Program
Survey
Survey

reported trips, the project team calculated the
mode share and daily vehicle miles traveled
for both the pre- and post-program surveys. To
demonstrate increases or decreases in the use
of each particular mode, the team calculated the
change in mode share between the pre- and postprogram surveys, also known as the mode shift.

Participant Surveys
To supplement the target area survey results, the
project team administered baseline and followup surveys to individuals who participated in the
program. The baseline survey was incorporated
into the SmartTrips order form and 728
participants submitted the survey and order form
on an ongoing basis from June 19 to September
29, 2017. The follow-up participant survey saw an
11 percent response rate.

Mail Date

May 2017

October 2017

Number of
Surveys Delivered

5,516

5,516

Number of
Completed
Surveys

967

640

The project team identified the following factors
which may have affected the integrity of the data:

Response Rate

17%

12%

• The change in drive-alone mode share was
significant at the 90 percent confidence level.
The changes in mode share for the other
modes was not statistically significant at a 90
percent confidence level.

The target area surveys had three sections: a
one-day trip diary; questions about opinions and
awareness around walking and bicycling; and basic
demographic questions. The post-program survey
included additional questions about the perceptions
and values around walking and bicycling.
The one-day trip diary portion of the target area
surveys asked respondents to report all the trips
they made the previous day, by asking “Where
did you go?,” “How did you get there?,” and the
mileage of each trip. The surveys defined a trip
as each time the respondent left one place and
arrived at another place. Based on these self-

Data Limitations

• Only 11 percent of 967 total program participants
responded to the follow-up participant survey
leading to a small sample size.
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Travel Behavior Results
Average Number of Trips

Mode Share and Mode Shift Analysis

The average number of daily trips for all
purposes taken by survey respondents was 3.5
in the pre-program survey and 3.3 in the postprogram survey, both of which are within the
normal range for similar programs in Oregon. The
consistency between the pre- and post-program
surveys further validates the two datasets.

Figure 1 shows the share of trips made by each
mode in the pre- and post-program target area
surveys. Figure 2 shows the corresponding mode
shift in the target area based on those self-reported
trips. Unspecified “Other” trips may include those
made by taxis, mobility devices, or motorcycles.

Figure 1: Mode Share (As reported in the pre- and post-program target area surveys)
65.0%
62.1%

PRE SURVEY (N=3,405)
POST (N=1,587)

6.1%
DROVE
ALONE

9.3%

BICYCLED

16.6%
15.9%
6.2% 7.0%
WALKED

3.2% 3.6%

2.8% 2.1%

OTHER

TRANSIT

CARPOOLED

Figure 2: Mode Shift2

As seen in Figure 2, drive-alone mode share
decreased 2.9 percentage points between the
pre- and post-program surveys. There were
corresponding increases of 3.2 percentage
points in bicycling mode share, 0.8 percentage
points in walking mode share, and 0.3
percentage points in unspecified “other” mode
share. Transit and carpooling mode share both
decreased 0.7 percentage points.

(As reported in the pre- and
post-program target area surveys)

WALKED

0.8%

DROVE
ALONE

OTHER

0.3%

-2.9%

BICYCLED

3.2%

RODE CARPOOLED
PUBLIC
-0.7%
TRANSIT

-0.7%

Percentages in this chart are rounded to one decimal place. For this reason, some values may vary slightly from the changes
shown in Figure 1.

2
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Frequency of Transportation Options Use
To complement the target area mode shift
analysis, the project team included a question in
the baseline and follow-up participant surveys
to evaluate the more nuanced behavior change
among program participants. The participant
surveys asked program participants to report
the number of days that they walked, biked,
or took transit in the week prior to taking the
survey. By conducting a panel analysis of the
65 respondents who answered this question in
both participant surveys, the project team found
that these respondents increased their use of
transportation options by an average of 0.15 days
or by 5.4 percent per week during the program.
This indicates that program participants may
have been encouraged by the SmartTrips: River
Road program to use transportation options for
more of their trips.

Trip Purpose Analysis
In addition to the mode share data gathered in
the target area surveys, each reported trip was
Figure 3: Distribution of Trips by Purpose
(As reported in the pre- and post-program target
area surveys)
32.3%
31.4%

attributed one of five purposes: home, other,
shopping/errands, school, and work. Figure 3
shows the distribution of trip purposes reported
by respondents in the pre-and post- program
surveys. The trip purposes reported remained
fairly consistent between the two surveys,
meaning that respondents took similar types of
trips in each survey. Similar to results from the
2015 SmartTrips: South Central program, “home,”
“other,” and “shopping/errand” trips consisted of
the largest share of trip purposes between both
of this year’s pre- and post-program surveys.
For a better understanding of changes in drivealone travel behavior in the target area, the
project team also analyzed the drive-alone mode
shift by trip purpose, as seen in Figure 4. Drivealone mode share for all trips decreased, with
the largest decrease in school trips. The larger
decrease in drive-alone mode share for school
trips may be due to the small sample size for
this trip type. With 97 drive-alone school trips
reported in the pre-program survey and 52 drivealone school trips reported in the post-program
survey (out of 146 and 92 total school trips,
respectively), the small shift in drive-alone trips
may have impacted the mode shift.

25.7%
24.4%
23.5%
23.4%

PRE-PROGRAM SURVEY (N=3,405)
POST-PROGRAM SURVEY (N=1,663)

16.4%14.2%

4.3% 4.3%
HOME

OTHER

SHOPPING /
ERRANDS

WORK

SCHOOL
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Figure 4: Drive-Alone Mode Shift by Trip Purpose
(As reported in the pre- and post-program target
area surveys)
HOME

-1%

SHOPPI NG /
ERRANDS

OTHER

-2%

-3%

WORK

-4%

SCHOOL

-10%

Impact on Vehicle Miles Traveled and Carbon Dioxide Emissions
Based on the self-reported trip distances3 in
the target area surveys the estimated vehicle
miles traveled per person per day in the target
area decreased 0.38 miles in the post-program
survey. When this reduction is extrapolated to all
5,516 target area households, the project team
estimates that target area household members
will drive 2,083 fewer vehicle miles per day. If
this behavior continues, target area households
are estimated to drive 760,390 fewer vehicle
miles annually, resulting in a reduction of 617,576
pounds of carbon dioxide emissions annually.
This data is represented in Table 2.

Table 2: Reduction in Vehicle Miles Traveled and Co2 Emissions
(As reported in the pre- and post-program target area surveys)

Estimated Vehicle Miles
Traveled (per person)
Pre-Program

Post-Program

Estimated Vehicle Miles
Estimated
Traveled (Among All 5,516
Vehicle
Households in the Target Area) Miles
Reduced in
Pre-Program Post-Program Target Area

Estimated
Carbon
Dioxide
Emissions
Reduced (In
Pounds)*

Per Day

11.20

10.82

61,782

59,699

2,083

1,692

Per Year

4,088

3,920

22,550,444

21,790,054

760,390

617,576

*Decimals were rounded to the nearest whole number, and for this reason the values may not match the changes shown in the
table above.
** Carbon dioxide emission reductions are estimated based on vehicle miles traveled reduction calculators, as well as emission
rates from the 2008 EPA Report 420-F-08-024, “Emission Facts: Average Annual Emissions and Fuel Consumption for GasolineFueled Passengers Cars and Light Trucks.”

When compared to the regional trips distances reported by the Oregon Household Assessment Survey (OHAS), the self-reported
trip distances were similar. With the exception of the self-reported average school trip distance being 1.2 miles less than in the OHAS
data and the self-reported shopping trip distance trips being 1.4 miles more than in th eOHAS data, there were no other average trip
differences over 1 mile.

3
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Target Area Attitudes & Perceptions Towards
Active Transportation
The target area surveys asked respondents a
series of questions about their attitudes and
perceptions towards active transportation.
Overall, as Table 3 shows, respondents reported
a positive attitudes towards active transportation.
In particular, over three quarters of respondents
(79 percent) in the post-program survey reported
agreeing that they think it is a good idea for the
City of Eugene to help residents walk and bike

more. In addition to expressing support for efforts
to encourage walking and bicycling, 89 percent
of respondents agreed that they are aware of the
transportation options available to them in their
community after the program. In further support
of this positive feedback, over 83 percent of
post-program survey respondents reported that
making their neighborhood more walkable and
bikeable is important to them. It should be noted
that this question was only asked in the postprogram survey. 				

Table 3: Reported Agreement with Attitudinal Questions
(As reported in the pre- and post-program target area surveys)

Post-Program Survey

Pre-Program Survey
Statement
I think it is a
good idea for
the City of
Eugene to help
residents walk
and bike more.
I am aware
of the
transportation
options
available to
me in my
community.

Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Overall
Agreement

Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Overall

56.7%

21.3%

78.0%

56.5%

22.2%

78.6%

56.1%

30.1%

86.2%

55.1%

32.9%

87.9%

Agreement
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As Figure 5 shows, the majority of postprogram survey respondents (87 percent) either
“definitely” or “somewhat” consider walking and
biking to be a part of their daily physical activity.
When considering future program events and
messaging, the project team should highlight the
connection between active transportation and
physical activity to motivate people to participate
in the program.
Figure 5: Percentage of Respondents Who
Consider Walking or Biking Part of their Daily
Physical Activity (N=588)
(As reported in the post-program target area survey)

Participant Survey Analysis
As mentioned previously, the project team used
the baseline survey (which was combined with
the program order form) and follow-up participant
survey to measure changes in respondents’ level
of readiness to change, or Stage of Change, their
confidence in using transportation options, and
their feedback about the SmartTrips: River Road
program. The benefit of gathering data from
program participants is that the project team can
more directly attribute participants’ responses to
the program and its impacts.

Stages of Change
YES,
SOMEWHAT
25%
YES,
DEFINITELY
62%

NO – 12%

In both the baseline and follow-up participant
surveys, participants answered a question that
allowed the project team to segment them by
their “Stage of Change.” The Stages of Change
theory, also known as the Transtheoretical
Model, argues that individuals show varying
levels of readiness to change behavior(s). These
levels are identified as five distinct “stages of
change” and are described in more detail below:
• Pre-Contemplation – The individual has no
intention to change. They do not see a benefit
to changing or care much about the costs of
their current behavior.
• Contemplation – The individual is considering
changing, but is either not motivated or does
not know where to start.
• Preparation – The individual is intending to
make a change and is motivated to give it a try.
• Action – The individual is trying the new
behavior, but has been doing so for less than 6
months.
• Maintenance – The individual is already doing
the desired behavior and has been doing so
for more than 6 months.
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To segment participants into a stage of change,
the participant surveys asked participants to
select the statement which best applied to
them from the list below. The project team then
categorized their response into one of the five
corresponding stages of change.
• I drive for most of my trips, and I don’t intend to
make any changes. [Pre-contemplation]
• I drive for most of my trips. I am considering
driving less often, but I’m not sure how to do it.
[Contemplation]
• I drive for most of my trips, but I intend to
drive less often. I know what I would like to
do instead, but I haven’t yet gotten started.
[Preparation]
• I already use ways other than driving to get
around for most trips, and I have been doing so
for less than 6 months. [Action]
• I already use other ways of getting around for
most trips, and I have been doing so for more
than 6 months. [Maintenance]
Individuals in different stages require different
messaging, support, and tools to help them
progress along the behavior change continuum.
For the first time, the project team tested the
following stage-specific interventions:
• Pre-Contemplation – Participants in this
category received a follow-up email with
information on the annual costs of car
ownership, the costs of commuting by bike,
and the costs of annual transit use.

• Contemplation & Preparation – Participants in
these two stages of change were sent an email
that included a message from another program
participant, someone who lives right in their
neighborhood and identifies with the Action or
Maintenance stages. The encouraging email
included a photo of their neighbor, the street
they live on, and a description of why they use
active transportation regularly.
• Action & Maintenance – Participants in Action
or Maintenance were asked to share a story
of why they use active transportation and
why. Their responses were then formatted
and shared via email, with fellow neighbors
considering or preparing to use active
transportation.
As demonstrated in a panel analysis of the
66 respondents who selected one of the
statements above in both the baseline and
follow-up participant surveys, the results are
fairly inconclusive. As Figure 6 shows, an almost
even number of respondents progressed forward
along the behavior change continuum as did
backwards. In total, there was a net gain of three
stages, or one respondent who moved forward
three stages. To gather more data, the project
team should continue to evaluate participants’
stage of change in future iterations of the
program.
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Figure 6: Net Change in Stage (N=66)

Participant Survey Program Feedback

(As reported in the panel analysis of the baseline and
follow-up participant surveys}

The project team included questions on the
follow-up participant survey that gathered
feedback on the effectiveness of various
program elements such as promotional
strategies, the SmartKits, and events. The
project team will consider this feedback when
implementing future iterations of the SmartTrips:
Eugene program.
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*The N value is different for each mode because some
respondents in the panel analysis did not provide a confidence
rating for each mode in both surveys.

To learn about the effectiveness of the program’s
promotional strategies, the follow-up participant
survey asked respondents how they heard about
the program. As Figure 8 shows, 8 out of 10
respondents heard about the program through
the mailed SmartTrips order form. This result is
expected and it should be noted that direct mail
continues to be the top promotional strategy.

Figure 8: How Respondents Heard about the Program (N=79)*
(As reported in the follow-up participant survey)
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As Figure 9 shows, the majority of respondents
(81 percent) also heard about program events
through direct mail. The second and third most
reported event promotion strategies were
“community organization” (19 percent) and
“social media” (15 percent). Almost two thirds
of respondents (61 percent) who did not attend
an event sited “the day of the week was not
convenient” as the reason why. When asked
“what events would you like to see to help your
neighborhood become familiar with walking,
biking, taking transit, vanpooling, or carpooling?”
many respondents express interest in events at
parks like barbeques or carnivals.

To gain an understanding of the helpfulness
of the program, the follow-up participant
survey asked respondents for feedback on the
usefulness of the materials in their SmartKits.
As Figure 10 shows, over half of respondents
(57 percent) reported that the materials
they received were “very useful.” Almost all
respondents (98 percent) reported that the
materials they received were either “somewhat”
or “very” useful. The majority of respondents
(94 percent) also reported believing that they
received their SmartKit in a timely manner after
placing their order. Furthermore, over half of
participant survey respondents (54 percent)
reported that they “now consider all of their trip
options before deciding how to travel.”

Figure 9: How Respondents Heard about program events (N=79)*
(As reported in the follow-up participant survey)
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Figure 10: Usefulness of Materials (N=68)
(As reported in the follow-up participant survey)
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In further support of the SmartKits, almost three
quarters of respondents (71 percent) reported
that their favorite part about the program was
the SmartKits. As Figure 11 shows, respondents
reported that their second and third favorite
parts of the program were “traveling using a new
mode” (9 percent) and “events” (8 percent).
Figure 11: Respondents Favorite Part about the Program (N=78)
(As reported in the follow-up participant survey)
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Demographics of Target Area
Survey Respondents
Both the pre- and post-program surveys, with
952 and 618 respondents respectively, asked a
series of demographic questions. Results show
consistency between the pre-and post-program
survey respondents, which helps validate the
quality of the data.

Age of Respondents
Respondents aged 45 to 64 years old comprised
the largest age group bracket of the pre- and
post-survey respondents (40 percent and 35
percent, respectively), followed by those 65+ and
30 to 44 year olds. It should be noted that there
was a 5 percent difference between the pre- and
post-program surveys in the 45 to 64 years old
category.
Figure 12: Age of Respondents
(As reported in the pre- and post-program target area surveys)
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Gender of Respondents
The gender breakdown was two-thirds female
and one-third male. The high percentage of
female target area survey respondents is a
common trend from similar transportation
behavior change surveys in Oregon. Because
this is consistent between both the pre- and
post-program surveys, it gives the project team
more confidence that the two data sets are
comparable.
Figure 13: Gender of Respondents*
(As reported in the pre- and post-program target area surveys)
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Income of Respondents
Household income remained relatively consistent between the pre- and post-program surveys,
with the largest differences being a 5 percent difference between the $25,000 to $49,999 income
category. The highest percentages of responses (31 percent of pre- and 26 percent of post-survey
respondents) came from households with annual incomes between $25,000 and $49,999, followed by
those with annual incomes between $50,000 and $74,999.
FIGURE 14: INCOME OF RESPONDENTS
(As reported in the pre- and post-program target area surveys)
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FIGURE 15: ADULTS IN HOUSEHOLDS

The total number of adults living in each
household was similar between the pre- and
post-program target area surveys. Over half of
survey respondents live with one other adult,
while a quarter of respondents live alone, and
fewer than 21 percent live in households with
three or more adults. Nearly three-quarters of
target area survey respondents (74 percent) do
not live with a child under 18 years old.

(As reported in the pre- and post-program
target area surveys)
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Access to a Vehicle

Access to a Working Bicycle

Of target area survey respondents, 95 percent
have access to a car, truck, SUV or van most
days, according to both pre- and post-survey
responses. It should be noted that the high
percentage of respondents with vehicles makes
this audience a good target for a SmartTrips
program, and possibly for future travel behavior
change efforts.

About two thirds of target area survey
respondents have access to a working bicycle
which also bodes well for the SmartTrips
program in that bicycling is an option for many
residents.

FIGURE 17: ACCESS TO A VEHICLE

FIGURE 18: ACCESS TO A WORKING BICYCLE

(As reported in the pre- and post-program target area
surveys)
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Conclusion
The key takeaways from the target area and
participant survey results are summarized in the
list below:
• The target area survey results show that drivealone mode share decreased 2.9 percentage
points during the program. There were
corresponding increases of 3.2 percentage
points in bicycling mode share, 0.8 percentage
points in walking mode share, and 0.3
percentage points in unspecified “other” mode
share. Transit and carpooling mode share both
decreased 0.7 percentage points.
• Based on a continuation of these travel
behaviors, the project team estimates that
target area residents will drive 760,390 fewer
miles annually, resulting in a reduction of
617,576 pounds of Carbon Dioxide emissions
per year.
• In a panel analysis of 65 program participants
who took the baseline and follow-up surveys,
these individuals used transportation options
an average of .15 more days or by 5.4 percent
per week during the program.
• Over three quarters of post-program survey
respondents (79 percent) reported agreeing
that they think it is a good idea for the City of
Eugene to help residents walk and bike more.
• The majority of post-program survey
respondents (88 percent) reported agreeing
that they are aware of the transportation
options available to them in their community.

• Over half of participant survey respondents (54
percent) reported that they “now consider all of
their trip options before deciding how to travel.”
• Over half of respondents (57 percent) reported
that the materials they received were “very
useful.” Furthermore, almost all respondents
(98 percent) reported that the materials they
received were either “somewhat” or “very”
useful.
• Almost three quarters of respondents (71
percent) reported that their favorite part about
the program was the SmartKits.

Appendix
SmartTrips: River Road Pre Survey Spring 2017
SmartTrips: River Road Order Form
SmartTrips: River Road June Newsletter
SmartTrips: River Road August Newsletter
SmartTrips: River Road September Newsletter
SmartTrips: River Road Post Survey Fall 2017
SmartTrips: River Road Participant Survey
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